
Gold Package: 

Choose 2 Videos from the below list to make your package. 

$1399.00 

You may always add extra videos to fit your wants or needs. 

Ask for individual Pricing 

Platinum Package: 

Choose 3 Videos from the list below to complete your package. 

$1799.00 

You may always add extra videos to fit your wants or needs. 

Ask for individual Pricing 

 

Video Choices 

Full Edited Ceremony 

2-3 Camera angles, edited to make one beautiful Ceremony Movie 

This video will have the audio from the wireless microphones that captured your vows, the readers (if 

applicable) and the Officiant 

This movie will also include music (either added or live), but no receiving line, as we do not film this. 

Highlight Video 

Your Highlight video the video you wish to share with everyone. This 15-20-minute-long feature film, 

will have the best parts of your wedding day memories. The Videographer / Editor, will painstakingly 

go through all the footage of your wedding day, and make a beautiful rendition of your big day. This 

video will be the highlight of your DVD or Blu-ray, as it will contain parts of your ceremony, photo 

session, fun in-between time, speeches (if applicable), Dances (if applicable) In our opinion this video 

will bring your wedding day back to life, all over again! Must have video!! 

Sneak Peek on Facebook 

This video is great for the “instant gratification” feel! This is the video that makes you so happy to 

share on the internet with all your “friends” and family. It gives you back your wedding day just one 

week after your ceremony date has gone by! Yep one week! This short film is about 2-3 minutes in 

length and will give you just enough to make you happy, but also leave you wanting more!! This video 

is a MUST have. 

 



Bride and Groom Reminisce 

I want you to take a minute and think, think about when you two met, think about what you love 

about that person, think about what you’re looking forward to in the future with them… now, tell me 

about it. That is what this video does. It brings you back to the beginning of your relationship. It is a 

private, one on one, interview. You, me, and a camera. Just two people thinking about the courtship 

that lead us to your wedding day, and we put it into words. Once the wedding day is all done, and you 

look back on it, you will remember some things, just like your life. However, with this video, included 

in your package, you can remember how you felt, and will feel that way again through the power of 

video! 

The Parent Interview 

In this sometimes sappy, sometimes funny video, you will get to hear from your parents and in-laws! 

We interview them and ask them some questions about yourselves, while you were growing up. 

Sometimes about what their hopes and dreams are for the two of you… This is an amazing keepsake, 

no matter what they say about you! Ha 

Guest Interviews 

It’s just what you think it is… We interview your guests, get some fun stories, memories, and or 

congratulations for yourselves. Put it all together and give it to you as part of your package… Fun 

Video! 

Full Speeches 

I hope you know your wedding party! Cause this one can get a little scary at times. With this film, you 

get 2 camera angles and the speakers clear audio from the Speeches. We make the two angles into 

one in this film, and it’s as long winded as they are. Sometimes, this video can be one of the best! 

Full First Dances 

Are you planning on knocking your first dance out of the … reception? If so then you may want to 

consider having a film of the whole thing, not just the highlights… That is what you get with this. We 

also include full Father/Daughter, and Mother/Son too. All of them filmed with 2 camera angles and 

(DJ depending) lighting. 

 

 

 


